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Dear Mr Forward, Mr Woodward, Dr Stoekel and Minister Stokes,
 
I am forwarding to you the SPEECH NOTES  by Mr Gary Caines (below) which I received via email last night, as a submission which I think you should consider when deciding whether to
recommend approval or non-approval of the underground expansion plan at the Russell Vale Colliery    
 
Mr Gary Cains spoke at the hearing yesterday and his written submission below captures points of what he said   I have not altered his text at all (and he had already copied your email
into his email to me so you have it already but may have ignored it given the email subject line) – as I think it is very important that his voice (rather than my voice) is heard  
 
I contacted the Illawarra Local Aboriginal Lands Council late last week   I contacted them because I wanted to understand what their perspective was on this development - to be
honest I was very surprised by the very cursory reference and investigation of impacts on indigenous heritage and culture as provided in reports – but I am definitely not an expert in
this area     I also contacted ILALC  because , if possible, I wanted a  Dharawal person to speak at the rally  I was organising outside the PAC to provide an indigenous perspective to the
rally, and to provide welcome to country      The person at the ILALC who took my call,  was completely  unaware of the upcoming PAC related to the underground expansion plan at the
Russell Vale Colliery     He may have been an isolated individual in being unaware within ILALC   However I asked him to distribute information via an email that I prepared, to other local
indigenous people so that they could have the chance to have their say   And it seems that others who then contacted me had also been unaware   For me, this is very concerning   It is
not easy for all community people who might have a very personal interest to find out about proposed developments in their area   And I do not expect the Department of Planning and
Environment to contact all people directly     But I do think that it is especially important that the Department of Planning and Environment seeks out indigenous perspectives and
makes more effort to contact various individuals and a variety of indigenous groups separately   Australian indigenous people are already too disadvantaged and disinherited relative to
others    Anything that happens in this country happens in a place on top of a history of dispossession of indigenous people   We cannot change the past but we can change how we act
now and into the future
 
Unfortunately it was Friday at that point when I contacted ILALC, as I only took on the task of organising the rally on Thursday night    So any local Dharawal people have not had much
time to have their say at all   That is why at the very least I think that you should accept and really consider the submission of My Gary Cains, AND follow-up with him and seek through
him or ILALC to hear and understand indigenous perspectives in this  
 
Thank you for reading this,  Please see Gary s speech notes below
 
Yours sincerely,
Deidre Stuart
 
 

Deidre Stuart

 
 
 
 
 
 

From: gary caines  
Sent: Tuesday, 8 December 2015 10:28 PM
To: 
Cc: pac@pac nsw gov au
Subject: Re: IRRM website
 
Hello Deidre,
 
The dot-points following are the gist of my brief verbal deliverance at the PAC hearing today  Could you please [proof] read and advise if this be fit for Late Submission to
the Commission Secretariat: pac@pac nsw gov au?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

My congratulations to ALL whom have said & sung so solemnly AGAINST this [“madness”] controversial proposal;
May i reiterate the notion of NO CONSENT from authoritative Traditional Owners: i am a Wollongong Murra man relevant to a Dharawal standpoint and
perspective;
The out-dated (NSW) EP&AAct Part 3A processes marginalise ACH [aboriginal cultural heritage] assessments and the the Origine Peoples from their inheritances;
An REF [Review of Environmental Factors] process should be triggered, one that at least seeks to affirm/re-affirm the significance statements through a recouping
of the body of relevant “aboriginal owners of coal [measures]”;
The ERM ACH Assessment Report by Dr Dianne Neuweger IS FLAWED and severely compromised, particularly when “The revised CBA [Cost-Benefit Assessment]
noted that no material’ impacts are considered likely in relation to air quality, traffic and transport, Aboriginal cultural heritage and historic heritage.” (per NSW
DP&E, Addendum Report, Page 18);
In the Wonga West component, where modelled subsidence effects are to the maximum (>2 0m slump, high degree of tilt, etc), the included rarities of a scarred
tree and a complex women s site (both set in among the usually expectant deposits in cliff overhangs of streamed plateaus, with assorted arrays of art &
artefacts), where both items are assigned HIGH cultural & social significances, there have been NO RESPONSES received, recorded or reported from RAPs
[Registered Aboriginal Parties] involved in the study;
The same RAPs were neither informed of or responsive to any [proposed or other] methodology, nor were they responsive to the issued [Draft] Final Report;
The ERM Report [foolishly so] embraces  an issue of regional scale aboriginal politics  with its inclusion of an ILALC [Illawarra Local Aboriginal Land Council] [ultra
vires] agenda AGAINST the proven prowesses of the NIAC [Northern Illawarra Aboriginal Collective];
An REF inclusive of ACH (or targeted components of it) would likely engage a very new and different body of RAPs and give rise to the true Dharawal voices
required, by way of an Ask First  intent then a Sought Consent  finalisation: instead of the usually applied [arguably so] aimless and bureaucratically manipulated
regulation  that current government agencies find themselves embedded in; and

That the local Country IS ALIVE and will speak more appropriately, particularly in the context of native title rights & interests, possibly aided by the triggering of a
“non-claimant application” [    over coal measures!?]

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Should you amend or agree, can you forward the resultant scribe to the PAC tonight? i would be pleased if you could assist me to that extent, and in any necessary
follow through, if required!
 
regards garyC-
 
 




